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What is Feenix Protocol?
Buyback Liquidity - Development
Redistribution - Automatic Burn

What is $FNX?
FeeNix Token or $FNX is a collateralized

cryptocurrency that grants holders automatic rewards
on transactions, and protects them with its unique

buyback and burn protocol. $FNX is the native token
of the FeeNix Ecosystem. It creates a platform to trade

within the blockchain. The ecosystem is fed through
the tokenomics of the token in a way that allows

parabolic growth. FeeNix is a community project on
the Binance Smart Chain aimed at escaping the high

gas fees of traditional cryptocureencies.

Contract Address:
0x3F6d17676a2896D80F4a33c412eC04025679a48F
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Purpose:
Our mission is to develop a platform with

Decentralized Application resources and foster
a culture of education to give crypto investors
freedom and control over their Decentralized

Finance investments in order to facilitate
investor confidence in thier own investment
portfolio. FeeNix's revolutionary ecosystem

and the FeeNix dApps will truly bring
something new to the cryptocurrency space
and set a new standard in the world of DeFi.

 
 

FEENIX PROTOCOL - RISE FROM THE ASHES
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1,000,000,000 Total Supply
Initial Burn of 30%

 
10% Tax on transactions

Split 3 ways:
     -3% Redistributed to holders
     -3% Buyback to liquidity
     -4% Marketing and Development

Automatic Burn built into each trade via
redistribution to the Burn wallet.

Tokenomics:
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Road Map:
Phase 1:

 
Phase 2:

 
Phase 3:

 
Phase 4:

 
Phase 5:

 
Phase 6:

 
Phase 7:

 
Phase 8:

Organize the development team, create smart
contract, and design website & whitepaper.

Add liquidity to PancakeSwap and market launch.

Host airdrops and begin social media marketing
campaigns.

Begin offering Staking programs to allow
investors to utilize their tokens.

Research and development on the FeeNix Dapps
and release a press release with updates.

Apply to be listed on CoinMarketCap and
CoinGecko.

Start looking into big name exchange listings and  
influencer campaigns.

More to come in the future.
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In Development:
FeeNixSwap

FeeNixArt

FireStarter

A decentralized exchange
for trading on the BSC.

An NFT Marketplace for artists
and investors to connect.

A yeild generating protocol for
staking tokens and earning rewards.



Contract Address:
0x3F6d17676a2896D80F4a33c412eC04025679a48F

FeeNix Token
$FNX

Website - www.feenixtoken.io
TeleGram - t.me/feenixtoken

Facebook - facebook.com/feenixtoken
Twitter - twitter.com/feenixtoken

Instagram - instagram.com/feenixtoken
Reddit - reddit.com/r/feenixtoken


